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NextSTEP TECHNOLOGY

Industry-wide Challenges

The advent of Multi-fiber Push On (MPO) connector 
technology and wide availability of factory-
built MPO cable assemblies were milestones in 
simplifying optical fiber network deployment for 
network designers, installers and users alike. 
These industry innovations brought plug’n’play 
simplicity to the comparatively complex and often 
intimidating world of fiber networking.

As these technologies became widely adopted and 
commonplace in the industry, a new generation of 
network operators, designers, installers and end-
users began looking for the next wave of innovation 
in MPO plug’n’play networks.

At Wirewerks, we began to hear a common question 
from these very different groups.

Wirewerks’ new NextSTEP FLEX Module 
redefines the concepts of ‘simplicity’ and ‘rapid 

deployment’ in plug’n’play fiber applications

More PLAY – Less PRAY
in Plug’n’Play fiber applications!
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Generally, they were asking, “How can we improve the deployment of MPO plug’n’play solutions?” 

After close collaboration to ensure that we fully understood the question and the real needs behind it, we discovered that 
the ‘big’ question broke down into four specific areas of concern:

1. MPO-MPO trunk cable measurement and routing
Whether working from drawings or measuring on-site, how can I simplify 
the process of calculating cable lengths while increasing precision and 
accuracy at the same time?

2. Slack management
We always order MPO-MPO trunk cables longer than our measurements 
indicate to provide a ‘just in case’ buffer. That buffer means slack that needs 
to be managed in cables trays, raised floors, vertical managers or cable 
loops on the wall – all resulting in congestion and management issues 
over time. How can we eliminate the unnecessary ‘just in case’ additional 
cable footage and the congestion, slack management and operational 
management issues it creates?

3. Rapid deployment
Measuring, ordering, waiting for delivery and finally installing an MPO-MPO 
trunk takes time - and even more time if there are any errors at any step 
in the process. This can mean service delays for users, multiple installation 
attempts and increased installation costs, and lost revenue opportunities 
for network providers. How can we accelerate new deployments, reduce 
installation lead-times, and eliminate time-consuming, costly process errors 
at the same time?

4. Fiber skills
My technicians or installers aren’t trained on fiber. How can I get high-
quality, high-performance results quickly, without hiring expert fiber 
technicians in my data center, or subcontracting the fiber portions of my 
network installation jobs to fiber specialists?
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THE WIREWERKS SOLUTION

Wirewerks engineers worked closely with a diverse group of network providers, consultants, cabling contractors and end-users 
to define, develop and test the brand new NextSTEP FLEX Module; the latest addition to the NextSTEP Technology System and 
Wirewerks’ powerful response to the industry’s demand for the next wave of innovation in MPO plug’n’play networks.

Introducing the new NextSTEP FLEX Module

The NextSTEP FLEX Module is a ready-to-use 12/24F MPO-MPO factory terminated and tested cable assembly with up to 30 
meters of trunk cable stored in an onboard reel, extendable to 500 meters through use of an external reel. The FLEX Module is 
fully compatible with all NextSTEP Rack Mount Patch Panels and Wall Mount Enclosures.

The NextSTEP FLEX Module may be deployed in three principal configurations:

1. Ready-to-Use MPO-MPO 12/24F trunk cable spooled on an integrated 
FLEX reel

a.  30M* length for 12F cables
b.  15M* length for 24F cables

2. Ready-to-Use MPO-MPO 12F trunk cable spooled on an integrated 
FLEX reel with an integrated NextSTEP LC or SC Distribution Module

a.  30M* cable length
3. Ready-to-Use MPO-MPO 24F trunk cable spooled on an integrated 

FLEX reel with an integrated FLEX LC Distribution Cassette
a.  15M* cable length

*Extendable to up to 500 meters through use with an external cable reel.
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NextSTEP FLEX Modules are configured from four 
field interchangeable, re-usable components:

NextSTEP FLEX Module Base

NextSTEP FLEX Module Reel c/w 
12/24F MPO-MPO trunk cable

NextSTEP FLEX Module 24-port 
LC Distribution Cassette

NextSTEP Distribution Module 
12-port LC/SC
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NextSTEP FLEX Module: Key Features and Benefits

 › The NextSTEP FLEX Module provides instant 
deployment of a factory-terminated and tested MPO-
MPO 12/24F trunk cable in lengths up to 30m from the 
integrated self-contained FLEX Reel.

 › On-board cable lengths up to 30m - or 30m-500m via an 
external reel - makes cable measurement, either from 
drawings or on-site, a simple binary decision: Do I need 
30m or less, or more than 30m?

 › Deploying only the exact cable length needed eliminates 
unnecessary ‘just in case’ extra cable and the slack 
management and congestion issues that result.

 › Cable lengths of up to 500m are available by installing 
the FLEX Reel on a Wirewerks standard spool.

 › Activate 12/24 LC Distribution Ports, or 12 SC Distribution 
Ports at the front of the Module with one simple click of 
MPO connectors.

 › The NextSTEP FLEX Module is fully compatible with all 
NextSTEP Patch Panels and Enclosures and may be 
mixed and matched in any panel or enclosure in any 
combination with any other NextSTEP Module.

 › Like all NextSTEP Modules, the FLEX Module may be 
installed, removed or accessed from the front or rear of 
any NextSTEP enclosure for faster, easier installation 
and maintenance routines.

 › The MPO-MPO trunk cable may be unspooled/spooled 
off the on-board FLEX Reel from either the front or back 
of the Module.

 › The FLEX Reel is 43mm in diameter, ensuring proper 
bend radius at all times.

 › The FLEX Module includes integrated cable management 
features and is fully compatible with the cable 
management features found in NextSTEP enclosures as 
well as NextSTEP CableTree and CableBundle magnetic 
cable management accessories.

 › After spooling out the trunk cable to the exact required 
length, the FLEX Reel automatically locks in place, 
contributing to proper strain-relief and controlling the 
deployed cable length.

Ready-to-Deploy in any NextSTEP Panel or Enclosure
 › NextSTEP 1U Rack Mount (shown above, covers removed)
 › NextSTEP 4U Rack Mount
 › NextSTEP MINUS1U Rack Mount
 › NextSTEP Wall Mount (shown left)
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Meeting the Challenges

Network providers, data center operators, installation 
contractors and end-users asked us to improve the 
deployment of MPO plug’n’play solutions in four specific areas 
of concern. Our response was the development and launch 
of the new NextSTEP FLEX Module. Here’s how the NextSTEP 
FLEX Module and NextSTEP Technology System answer 
their questions and deliver the next wave of innovation in 
plug’n’play fiber networking:

NextSTEP FLEX Module 
Bottom View

1. MPO-MPO Trunk Cable Measurement and Routing
Question: Whether working from drawings or measuring 
on-site, how can I simplify the process of calculating 
cable lengths while increasing precision and accuracy 
at the same time?

NextSTEP FLEX Answer: The NextSTEP FLEX Module with 
its on-board MPO-MPO trunk cable makes calculating 
cable lengths from drawings or on-site measurement 
fast and foolproof. Instead of calculating an exact length, 
designers simply make a binary decision: less than 30m 
or 30-500m? Then configure a FLEX Module accordingly 
and pull the exact trunk cable length, instantly and 
accurately every time.

2. Slack Management
Question: How can we eliminate the unnecessary ‘just 
in case’ additional cable footage and the congestion, 
slack management and operational management 
issues it creates?

NextSTEP FLEX Answer: The NextSTEP FLEX Module allows 
the exact length of trunk cable to be deployed every 
time. No errors. No unnecessary ‘just in case’ buffer. 
No slack management, cable congestion or operational 
management issues.

3. Rapid Deployment
Question: How can we accelerate new deployments, 
reduce installation lead-times, and eliminate time-
consuming, costly process errors at the same time?

NextSTEP FLEX Answer: The NextSTEP Flex Module is 
an extremely cost-effective alternative to the traditional 
measure/order/deliver/install process for MPO-MPO 
trunk cable assemblies. This means that FLEX Modules 
can be inventoried on-site or in service vehicles for 
instant deployment wherever and whenever a new MPO-
MPO trunk cable is required. The Flex Module’s modular 
design means that Modules can be configured in the field 
for virtually any application, and field reconfigured as 
requirements change or for re-use in other locations.

4. Fiber Skills
Question: How can I get high-quality, high-performance 
results quickly, without hiring expert fiber technicians in 
my data center, or subcontracting the fiber portions of 
my network installation jobs to fiber specialists?

NextSTEP FLEX Answer: The NextSTEP FLEX Module 
fulfills the promise of plug’n’play fiber networking. 
Simply slide the FLEX Module into any NextSTEP 
enclosure, deploy the exact length of MPO-MPO trunk 
cable required, and snap the MPO connectors together to 
form reliable, high-performance network MPO backbone 
or LC/SC distribution connections. The NextSTEP Flex 
Modules and NextSTEP enclosures provide integrated 
cable management and strain-relief features that 
automatically create robust, reliable installations. 
There’s no need for fiber-expert technicians in the data 
center, or for copper cabling contractors to sub-contract 
the fiber portions of their projects to fiber specialists.
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NEXTSTEP TECHNOLOGY™ SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The Wirewerks NextSTEP Technology fiber 
management system provides network managers 
with a complete integrated solution for high-
density fiber management regardless of network 
size, network topology, installation environment, 
fiber count, fiber type, or fiber termination 
methodology. One solution, custom configured 
from a selection of feature-rich interoperable 
patch panels, enclosures and fiber modules 
means simplified design, faster deployment 
and more efficient support – all contributing 
to reduced costs and an excellent return 
on investment.

The NextSTEP system includes:

 › NextSTEP Rack Mount and Wall Mount Patch Panels featuring our industry-exclusive horizontal ‘stepped’ slots that 
accept all NextSTEP Modules in any combination

 › NextSTEP Modules for fiber patching, distribution, splicing, splitting, MPO, and CWDM applications; all utilizing a 
common form factor for mix and match deployment in any slot of any NextSTEP patch panel or enclosure.

 › NextSTEP Cable Management Accessories with industry-first magnetic bases, allowing infinitely variable mounting 
locations for superior fiber routing and strain-relief protection. 

ABOUT WIREWERKS

Founded in 1991, Wirewerks is an industry-leading manufacturer of optical fiber and copper structured cabling systems. Built 
on core values of Quality, Innovation, and Integrity, Wirewerks is relentlessly customer-focused. From pre-sale project planning, 
to documentation, technical support, and custom product development, Wirewerks works closely with customers to deliver 
the best networking solutions and the best value in the market today.

For Additional Information & Support visit www.wirewerks.com

NextSTEP Technology publications are available for viewing and download at www.wirewerks.com/nextstep           
or by calling the Wirewerks Customer Support Center at 1-888-993-4237x248.


